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One of Australia’s

favourite sauces,

He inz  B ig  Red

Tomato Sauce now

comes in a conven-

ient ‘squeeze me’

bottle for easy and hygienic dispensing. And

you can try it for yourself by visiting www.foods

ervicegateway.com.au.

Smoked Salmon Skew-

ers from Independent

Fisheries are great value

for money and offer a

high quality taste, tex-

ture and appearance.

They come in two sizes

– 5g and 10g and are

made from Pacific or Chinook King Salmon. You can obtain a sample pack

today from www.foodservicegateway.com.au.

Black Hat Chef George Hill's 52 year 
career includes many prominent chef 
and teaching positions. 
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The Black Hat
George Hill speaks out

IT’S FRENCH FOR “CHIEF”
I wonder how many commercial chefs realize or care
that their legitimate job title has been hijacked?

The title “chef” means very little now compared to
the community perception of a decade ago.
Nowadays if a person can read a recipe and produce
any sort of a meal they are considered a CHEF.

Numerous TV programs have contributed by diluting
the real meaning of the term, title and status of a
“CHEF”. Today it seems anyone can be titled a chef
or even, god forbid, a “masterchef”!

I am concerned that the general public perception of
this title – once used to portray a trained craftsperson
capable of preparing healthy, nutritious, commercially
viable, quality food in large quantities – has now
deteriorated to the extent that it can be symbolized
by the image of a pretender who wears no head-
covering, a T-shirt and a striped butcher’s apron. 

Even the term “chef de cuisine” is now understood by
only a few in the industry. How many chefs identify
themselves as an “Execu tive Chef”, in many cases
not knowing what the title really means (that is, to
administer multiple fulltime kitchens)? 

There are chefs who pretentiously delight in being an
“executive sous chef” while being responsible for
two cooks, two apprentices and one kitchen atten-
dant in a small kitchen – where careless opening of
the kitchen front door can break the window at the
back of the kitchen! And what about the “junior sous
chefs” who have not yet completed their training?

This adulteration of the terminology started when
cooks believed that using the title “chef“ was a self-
promotion and increased their status within the com-
munity. Employers are just as guilty by advertising
ambiguous, more impressive job titles as an alterna-
tive to a ‘true’ promotion and as a substitute for
salary increases.

Read George’s column in full at
www.foodservicegateway.com.au

Here’s your chance

to trial a sample pack

of Omega Cooked

Greenshell Mussels

(see story on page 22). These quality pre-cooked

mussels come from the pristine waters of Marl-

borough Sounds in New Zealand and are an

eyecatching green in colour. They’re ideal for a

wide variety of seafood dishes! Visit www.food

servicegateway.com.au for your free pack!
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take this opportunity to thank
you, our valued readers, for
the support.

In place of the old reader
response coupon, on the
back cover of this issue you’ll
find some details of fantastic
FREE OFFERS which you can
obtain by visiting www.food
servicegateway.com.au.

And there’s lots of other great
stuff on the website – so while
you’re there, check our
extended versions of many 
of the articles in this issue,
and much more!

Graham’s appreciation for good food started early – his father and grandfather

were bakers working with wood-fired ovens in and around Tamworth in

country NSW, and while he was growing up his Dad moved into working in

takeaways and restaurants. “Food was always an absolute passion,” he remem-

bers. “I can still remember the smell and taste of everything my grandmother

cooked – her home-made chutneys and jams and pies. I knew from an early

age that I wanted to study cooking formally.”

By the time he was 16 Graham had secured a job at Sydney’s famous Sebel

Townhouse, at that time one of Australia’s most renowned hotels and the pre-

ferred choice of visiting celebrities. “We had Swiss chefs on staff there, it was

a fabulous experience. I started off in breakfasts and learned everything from

what a good egg was to a la carte, functions and so on. They trained you well

and we had everyone from ABBA to Colonel Sanders and Alice Cooper staying

there – it was an amazing place!”

From there Graham got a job with Tony Muir, a chef who had come from

The Dorchester in London to set up his own business, The Elizabethan Inn.

“He inspired me to the nth degree – he used to say, ‘in your break I want you

to cook me something; I don’t want to know what it is, I just want to be sur-

prised!’ So that really encouraged me to be creative with food. He told me

stories about working in the grand hotels – and that fired my imagination, so

eventually I went to England and worked in the Savoy, which at the time had

the very last coal range in London so far as I know. I did pastas and soups and
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had very exacting specifications

for the meat and we use a special

glaze and sprinkle on it.” The

result is what Graham calls “an

awesome product”!

Another major menu item is a

slow-cooked rib which is finished

on the grill for each evening.

Graham explains: “We needed

products we could consistently

reproduce – we wanted a great

taste that would be the same

each time, which means rather

than a flamboyant ‘guru chef’

at the end of the night I’d catch

the tube home, covered in soot!

“There were 160 chefs working

in the place – we had three dif-

ferent team members for every

person that stayed there, so 

the service was impeccable! We

served about eight different

soups every lunchtime and would

print a new menu for lunch and

dinner every day – this was in

the days before desktop pub-

lishing and computers, so the

hotel had its own print shop!

The experience really gave me a

different understanding of what

food was all about. If someone

grand came in and wanted some-

thing, if you had the ingredients

you’d make it from scratch, and

if you didn’t have the ingredients

you’d get them! It taught me a

totally different level of service.”

Armed with the extensive knowl-

edge his European sojourn pro-

vided, Graham returned to

Australia where he was studying

a course in advanced patisserie

in Adelaide while competing with

the Australian Culinary Olympic

team. He had a job in China

lined up but with the news of

the Tiananmen Square massacre,

decided to take up another job

offer from Tamworth.

“It was a four and a half star

place called Ashby House and I

decided to make a go of it,” he

explains. “It offered a fantastic

wage and accommodation on the

premises, so my wife and I moved

there and then thought about

what we could. By this time we

we employ good keen people

with good tastebuds! If you

start with an awesome piece of

meat, it’s hard to bugger it up.

We cook it on a flame grill, fin-

ish it with a nice glaze – it’s just

melt-in-the-mouth and you can’t

beat that!”

Graham’s insistence on high

quality meat is due to a lesson

learnt from his customers. “In

the old days we used to have

comment cards on each table,

and whenever we ran lesser grade

meat we’d get complaints – so

today we use an absolutely fan-

tastic product.”

Complementing the quality of

the food is Graham’s attention

to the ambience of the restau-

rant. “We noticed when we first

moved back to Tamworth that

often you’d go out to a restau-

rant and the waiter might come

across as ‘starchy’ – even though

we’d been around we felt a bit

inferior, and I thought, ‘that’s

hostility, not hospitality’! So we

went out of our way to create that

real warm country feel. When

someone comes in, grab them

within three seconds, make

them feel comfortable. The last

thing a customer wants is to

walk in to a restaurant and have

everyone staring at them.”

This attitude also extends to staff

training. “We call our people

‘team members’, not staff, and

they’re picked at least partly on

their warm and friendliness. So

many of these people have now

grown through the organisation –

the majority of our franchisees

are young chefs or couples who

have come up through the ranks,

so rather than losing your talent

it’s going to help expand the op-

eration. And because they’ve

had five or six years of the way

we do things, the whole culture

has become engrained. You can

train skills but not friendliness.”

Today the sSs franchise opera-

tion has grown to eight stores –

and Graham explains, “we treat

our own store as just one of the

eight. Two stores (Tamworth and

Brisbane) are company-owned,

but all eight have the same name,

same training manuals, same

menu and wine list, and same

access to product.” Locations

include Toowoomba, Coffs Har-

bour, Port Macquarie, Cessnock

and Dubbo, and Graham even

has plans to expand into the

Sydney market. But if he does,

he says he will retain the casual,

relaxed atmosphere which is a

big part of the chain’s success.

“Back when we were working

in fine dining, we started to re-

alise that many people prefer

things a bit more casual. One

night at Jumbuck Cottage, a

young fellow who used to do a

bit of work for us came in and

wanted to take a girl out to din-

ner there that night. But he told

me, ‘I don’t know what to do –

I’d be embarrassed to eat here’.

That started me thinking: we

should be making this as com-

fortable and hospitable an ex-

perience as we can. A lot of

people said ‘we can’t take our

kids here, they’ll be tugging on

the linen’ – so we said, OK, let’s

get rid of the tablecloths!  

“It’s all about helping people

kick back and relax – not this

formal thing. So many places

have nice carpet but it doesn’t

cut it. We have really warm

wood, people can grab a scoop

of peanuts or popcorn when

they walk in – straight away

they like the atmosphere.”

Graham’s foodservice success

has led him into a second career

as a public speaker specialising

in motivation and staff training. 

Asked about plans for the future,

Graham says: “I want to grow

the business, keep it strong, keep

the product coming through and

be consistent. Grow slow and

strong as the opportunities come.

I don’t want to expand for the

sake of it and have it all crumble.

You don’t have to be massive –

as long as you have a high 

standard, that’s what counts.

“Someone said to me the other

day, ‘work is OK but it’s great

to get out and play a game of

golf’. I thought, ‘wait a minute –

work IS my game of golf, and

I’m happy playing it!’ This is my

passion, there’s no distinction

between working and playing. 

I just love what I’m doing.” ❖

FULL STORY at

www.foodservicegateway.com.au

click on articles. 

had experienced food from all

around the world, and thought: if

the product is best at its source,

why not try to bring the ‘paddock

to plate’ concept to Tamworth?

So we started growing our own

herbs, bought a little farm and

raised a few cattle, started grow-

ing grapes and so on.”

This idea led to Jumbuck Cot-

tage, Graham’s first Tamworth

venture which won Restau rant

& Catering’s Best Modern 

Australian Restaurant in NSW 

Award in 1992. “This was no

mean feat for a little country

restaurant,” Graham points out

with a smile. “We were a bit

ahead of the times – we went

non-smoking in the 1990s and

no one believed that would

work, but our business actually

jumped! We started the operation

with about $10,000 on a credit

card – we were down to the bare

bones back then and lots of peo-

ple, including my old man said

you’ll never make it work!”

With the success of Jumbuck

Cottage, Graham bought into

the Ashby House operation and

soon followed that up with the

establishment of the first sSs

BBQ Barn.

Today the sSs operation is headed

up by Graham in Tamworth –

he describes sSs as “a 130 seat

Western-style barbecue restau-

rant which uses the very best

product. Our major meat prod-

uct is Cargill Excel, grain-fed

yearling under 18 months; we
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“It’s all about helping people kick back
and relax – not this formal thing. So many 
places have nice carpet but it doesn’t cut
it. We have really warm wood, people 
can grab a scoop of peanuts or popcorn
when they walk in - straight away they like
the atmosphere.”
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Graham’s insistence on high

quality meat is due to a lesson

learnt from his customers. “In

the old days we used to have

comment cards on each table,

and whenever we ran lesser grade

meat we’d get complaints – so

today we use an absolutely fan-

tastic product.”

Complementing the quality of

the food is Graham’s attention

to the ambience of the restau-

rant. “We noticed when we first

moved back to Tamworth that

often you’d go out to a restau-

rant and the waiter might come

across as ‘starchy’ – even though

we’d been around we felt a bit

inferior, and I thought, ‘that’s

hostility, not hospitality’! So we

went out of our way to create that

real warm country feel. When

someone comes in, grab them

within three seconds, make

them feel comfortable. The last

thing a customer wants is to

walk in to a restaurant and have

everyone staring at them.”

This attitude also extends to staff

training. “We call our people

‘team members’, not staff, and

they’re picked at least partly on

their warm and friendliness. So

many of these people have now

grown through the organisation –

the majority of our franchisees

are young chefs or couples who

have come up through the ranks,

so rather than losing your talent

it’s going to help expand the op-

eration. And because they’ve

had five or six years of the way

we do things, the whole culture

has become engrained. You can

train skills but not friendliness.”

Today the sSs franchise opera-

tion has grown to eight stores –

and Graham explains, “we treat

our own store as just one of the

eight. Two stores (Tamworth and

Brisbane) are company-owned,

but all eight have the same name,

same training manuals, same

menu and wine list, and same

access to product.” Locations

include Toowoomba, Coffs Har-

bour, Port Macquarie, Cessnock

and Dubbo, and Graham even

has plans to expand into the

Sydney market. But if he does,

he says he will retain the casual,

relaxed atmosphere which is a

big part of the chain’s success.

“Back when we were working

in fine dining, we started to re-

alise that many people prefer

things a bit more casual. One

night at Jumbuck Cottage, a

young fellow who used to do a

bit of work for us came in and

wanted to take a girl out to din-

ner there that night. But he told

me, ‘I don’t know what to do –

I’d be embarrassed to eat here’.

That started me thinking: we

should be making this as com-

fortable and hospitable an ex-

perience as we can. A lot of

people said ‘we can’t take our

kids here, they’ll be tugging on

the linen’ – so we said, OK, let’s

get rid of the tablecloths!  

“It’s all about helping people

kick back and relax – not this

formal thing. So many places

have nice carpet but it doesn’t

cut it. We have really warm

wood, people can grab a scoop

of peanuts or popcorn when

they walk in – straight away

they like the atmosphere.”

Graham’s foodservice success

has led him into a second career

as a public speaker specialising

in motivation and staff training. 

Asked about plans for the future,

Graham says: “I want to grow

the business, keep it strong, keep

the product coming through and

be consistent. Grow slow and

strong as the opportunities come.

I don’t want to expand for the

sake of it and have it all crumble.

You don’t have to be massive –

as long as you have a high 

standard, that’s what counts.

“Someone said to me the other

day, ‘work is OK but it’s great

to get out and play a game of

golf’. I thought, ‘wait a minute –

work IS my game of golf, and

I’m happy playing it!’ This is my

passion, there’s no distinction

between working and playing. 

I just love what I’m doing.” ❖

FULL STORY at

www.foodservicegateway.com.au

click on articles. 

had experienced food from all

around the world, and thought: if
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raised a few cattle, started grow-

ing grapes and so on.”
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tage, Graham’s first Tamworth

venture which won Restau rant

& Catering’s Best Modern 

Australian Restaurant in NSW 

Award in 1992. “This was no

mean feat for a little country

restaurant,” Graham points out

with a smile. “We were a bit

ahead of the times – we went

non-smoking in the 1990s and

no one believed that would

work, but our business actually

jumped! We started the operation

with about $10,000 on a credit

card – we were down to the bare

bones back then and lots of peo-

ple, including my old man said

you’ll never make it work!”

With the success of Jumbuck

Cottage, Graham bought into
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soon followed that up with the

establishment of the first sSs

BBQ Barn.

Today the sSs operation is headed

up by Graham in Tamworth –

he describes sSs as “a 130 seat

Western-style barbecue restau-

rant which uses the very best

product. Our major meat prod-

uct is Cargill Excel, grain-fed

yearling under 18 months; we
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Why Tony Cincotta
chooses McCain! 

A-grade fries
benefit business
and customers alike
A foodservice professional who has

spent more than 30 years in the busi-

ness, Tony Cincotta knows a quality

product when he sees it.

He’s managing director of Henny Penny

Foods, which operates a long-established

chain of quick service restaurants in

NSW’s Newcastle/Hunter region. “We

offer dine-in and takeaway barbecued

chicken meals, fried chicken meals, burgers

and rolls in individual and family serves,”

Tony says. “Currently we operate 16 stores

in the Newcastle area.”

Henny Penny’s 42 year history includes a

long association with McCain Foods –

“Henny Penny has used McCain in excess of

30 years,” Tony tells us.

In his long experience in foodservice, Tony

has used fries from McCain as well as those

from other suppliers and he believes McCain

has the edge over the competition.

“McCain does provide a very, very good

product,” Tony emphasises. “And frankly

there are huge benefits in using McCain A

grade fries.

“To start with, it’s a superior chip. You don’t

get the small offcuts and the chips with dark

eyes. So you know you’re purchasing a quality

product that has been professionally made

and blanched and is superior to a B grade

chip. You get a full-bodied chip with plenty

of flavour and good texture and mouthfeel.

With some of the B grade fries, there’s not a

lot of potato left inside after frying.

“A grade fries also give you more serves per

kilo and shorter cooking time. And because

they have lower moisture content, they absorb

less cooking oil and the oil itself takes longer

to break down, thereby extending its life 

cycle. Buying A-grade fries may cost

a little

more but in the long

run they’re a more  economical choice.”

McCain’s popular selection of A grade

fries include the 10mm Fast Fry Straight Cut

– ideal for the takeaway market – and 13mm

Straight Cut which will maintain holding

quality, crispness and flavour while in the

bain marie. 

Tony’s enthusiasm for McCain A-grade fries

is matched by his excitement about the new

‘My McCain Fries Advantage’ loyalty Pro-

gram. He and his staff are thrilled to be 

involved with a program which rewards

them for rewarding their customers with the

best quality product available.

“What a great little program!” Tony enthuses.

“When we received the cartons with the 

tokens on them, I went onto the internet

to have a look at what was available and

was blown away by the range of rewards 

on offer!”

Tony says he hasn’t yet decided what re-

wards he’ll choose – “we may get a TV or

two to put in-store, or redeem points for

some vouchers to reward staff. Or maybe do

a bit of both!

“It’s such a fantastic selection to choose

from – you can redeem the vouchers for

electrical items, sporting goods, food

and wine, accommodation, phones,

plasma screen TVs, cameras and a

whole lot more – it’s an unbelievable

assortment really. There’s movie

vouchers, family items, toddler’s

toys, kid’s bikes, a home and garden

section, kitchen utensils – you can

even send flowers!

“And it really doesn’t take long

to save up the tokens – you’ve

just got to be diligent about 

putting them aside. The promo-

tion runs for 12 months so

there’s plenty of time to save

them to get whatever rewards

you want.” 

You can find full details 

of the My McCain Fries 

Advantage loyalty program

on cartons of McCain 13mm

Straight Cut and McCain

10mm Fast Fry Straight

Cut fries.

BENEFIT FROM MY
MCCAIN FRIES ADVANTAGE
PROGRAM IN 3 EASY STEPS:
1. Register online at 

mymccainfriesadvantage.com.au

2. Collect your rewards tokens from each
carton

3. When you’ve collected 50 to 100 tokens,
print off the submission form from the
website and send in to redeem your points
for great prizes.

REWARD PROGRAM
For more info on the McCains reward program
go to www.foodservicegateway.com.au click
on offers. 
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Nestlé Professional has the solution for
your business beverage requirements

There are many ways to serve beverages,
but only one that’s right for your business.

With years of experience and a comprehen-

sive product and equipment range, Nestlé

Professional Beverage Solutions is able to

develop and help implement a comprehensive

beverage system that suits you. 

Unlike others, Nestlé Professional doesn’t

only offer one or two of the elements that

make up a beverage solution. Instead, it

brings together everything you need to make

your chosen system a success: products and

brands, equipment, technical service and sup-

port, customer advice, training and develop-

ment, marketing and promotions and business

management assistance.

With access to leading edge innovation in

beverage technology, and global research

and insights into market trends, nutrition,

and developments in health and wellness,

Nestlé Professional has unmatched expertise

and experience to draw upon in developing

your business beverage solution. 

From soluble, liquid and roast and ground

coffee, to tea, hot chocolate, whiteners and

specialty beverages, Nestlé Professional offers

a range of quality prod -

ucts and trusted brands

including NESCAFE,

A N D R O  N I C U S ,  

INTER NATIONAL

ROAST, BUONDI,

NESTLÉ MILO, NESTLÉ

ALPEN BLEND and

NESTLÉ Hot Chocolate.

Formats include the most simple

(tin and spoon) through to portion

control, vending and beverage dispensing

systems ideal for both back and front of house.

Nestlé Professional also provides sugar

sticks, crockery, paper cups and the best in

quality coffee and other hot beverage dis-

pensing equipment. 

Under its quality control program, each

Nestlé Professional Beverage Solutions cus-

tomer is assigned to a trained quality con-

troller who assists them in managing their

beverage business and is available for regular

meetings at the customer’s convenience. 

And the Nestlé Professional Maintenance

Program ensures all equipment receives 24/7

technical support, with a four-hour response

team in metropolitan areas.

Customer and staff training in use of the

equipment is provided on-site, with regular

follow-up visits to identify any ongoing train-

ing needs and ensure all equipment is oper-

ating at maximum efficiency. The finished

quality and presentation of the beverages

dispensed from Nestlé Professional equip-

ment is assessed during these visits, which

also provide a valuable opportunity for cus-

tomer feedback. 

Marketing and promotional support, in-

cluding Point Of Sale material and other col-

lateral to encourage impulse sales, is also

provided as  required.

For those foodservice professionals consid-

ering a Nestlé Professional Beverage Solution,

the first step is to discuss your requirements

with a Nestlé Professional representative.

If you’re interested in learning more, and

you’re in Sydney for the Foodservice Australia

tradeshow this month, you can visit the

Nestlé Professional Beverage Solutions stand,

which will be showcasing the full range of

services, equipment and products available. 

Also on show will be Nestlé’s new cold bev-

erage solutions, including the new Nestea and

cold MILO EZ-Care Milo dispensing system.

So come see the equipment and product

demonstrations at Nestlé Professional’s stand

number 284 at Foodservice Australia – and

see for yourself how Nestlé Professional

Beverage Solutions can help your business! ❖

Extended story at

www.foodservicegateway.com.au 

click on articles.

M O R E  I N F O
Go to www.foodservicegateway.com.au click
on products. 
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Unlike many other
suppliers, Nestlé

Professional’s complete
equipment program

includes servicing and
support across both

front and back of
house, in-room and

staff self-service areas 
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CHUX Superwipes help maintain
hygiene at iconic beachfront club
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on products. 

Mooloolaba Surf

Club on Queens-

land’s spectacular

sunshine coast is one

of the oldest surf

lifesaving clubs in

Australia. Since 1922 its members have 

patrolled the local beach, with many of them

going on to become world class champions.

With such a proud heritage, it comes as no

surprise to learn that the club is a cherished

part of the local community.

Today’s Mooloolaba Surf Club is an iconic

part of the beachfront landscape – and

boasts a steady stream of customers to its

dining facilities. 

Head Chef Peter Brown (above) oversees the

operations of the club’s Boathouse Restau-

rant, which is open for lunch and dinner seven

days and on Sundays offers a breakfast buffet

that’s extremely popular, serving up between

three and five hundred meals.

To assist him maintain hygiene and cleanliness

in both front and back of house, Peter uses

CHUX Superwipes which he says are the

best quality wipes on the market.

“I’ve used the cheaper brands and they just

don’t have the same level of absorbency,” he

They come in five different colours to 

protect against cross-contamination. This

HACCP Australia-approved Colour Coding

System allows you to use different-coloured

wipes for specific applications – such as

cleaning food preparation areas, toilets, gen-

eral purpose use and so on. You can choose

your own colours to match your require-

ments – and a wallchart 

system is provided list-

ing your choices to make

your staff familiar with

the system.

Peter uses blue CHUX

Superwipes as a general

purpose cleaning cloth –

wiping down tables and

soaking up spills – and Chux

Espresso Café to clean the

espresso equipment and

surrounding benchspace.

He’s also a keen user of other

Clorox Australia products like

GLAD Wrap and GLAD Bake

– which he says have the same

consistent quality and reliability

as CHUX Superwipes.

“GLAD Wrap is an essential

component in the kitchen,” Peter says. “We

use it to cover everything that’s in a container

without a lid – our steaks once they’ve been

portioned up, our burgers, our fish of the

day – and of course everything that goes 

into the fridge at the end of the day.

“And GLAD Baking Paper is ideal as a baking

dish liner in the oven, especially for cakes.

We also use it to line our fish and chip bowls

for serving.

“All these products make life a lot easier – and

when you use CHUX and GLAD, you know

the quality is always going to be tops!” ❖

Extended story at

www.foodservicegateway.com.au 

click on articles. 

says. “CHUX Superwipes offer superior

durability too.”

CHUX Superwipes offers a complete range

of cloths for all cleaning applications. All

have been designed to soak up all liquids in-

cluding grease, fats, oils and inks. The dou-

ble-action holes trap dirt, absorb spillages

and then rinse out clean.

CHUX Superwipes are available in both

Regular and Heavy Duty varieties, with the

CHUX logo clearly printed on the fabric so

you and your customers know it’s the genuine

product, not a lower quality generic substitute.
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Ready to use stocks with
made-from-scratch flavour
For the past 12 years Adam Roberts has

been cooking in five star hotels and restau-

rants around the country, working under

chefs such as Steven Ginn, James Viles and

Stuart McVeigh. 

Today Adam is Head Chef at Mercure Mel-

bourne on Spring Street where his responsi-

bilities embrace Lime restaurant and the

hotel’s conferencing, events and room service

food requirements. 

Like all switched-on foodservice professionals,

Adam is always on the lookout for products

which will save him time and labour in the

kitchen without compromising on quality.

So when Cerebos Food Service sales manager

George Patrikios introduced him to Essen-

tial Cuisine Stocks, Adam was only too happy

to use them.

Made using the slow reduction method to

ensure flavour optimisation, Essential Cuisine

Stocks contain only 100 per cent natural in-

gredients, with no added salt, sugar, MSG,

artificial flavouring or colouring. They’re also

99 per cent fat free and completely gluten

free so you can serve them to all customers

with confidence – even those who require a

gluten free diet. 

The exclusive range of full-bodied flavours

includes Beef, Chicken, Vegetable, Lamb

and Fish. Beef & Chicken Stock is available

in 1kg & 5kg catering packs with Vegetable,

Lamb & Fish available in 1kg.

“Essential Cuisine Stocks are a terrific

idea,” Adam enthuses. “In many commer-

cial kitchens there just isn’t the space for the

enormous pots you need to make stocks

from scratch – apart from the fact that you

don’t have the time or staff to monitor the

reduction process which takes hours.

“Unlike some pre-made stocks on the market,

Essential Cuisine Stocks

are comparable in quality

to what a chef would make

from scratch. And they

have a low sodium con-

tent which means they

will reduce well. I mainly

use the Essential Cui-

sine Beef Stock and

add my own flavours

– it’s a great starting-

off platform, I can 

really make it into

whatever I want. 

“Most chefs tend to be

very particular about

what they want, adding

their own ingredients 

to get certain finishes,

textures and flavours.

Essential Cuisine Stocks

are ideal bases because they have no artificial

additives, great flavour and no added salt.”

The Essential Cuisine range of Stocks is

comparatively new to the Australian market

but has already received rave reviews from

some of New Zealand’s top chefs. In 2008

Essential Cuisine Beef Stock won the Superi-

or Taste Award from the International Taste

And Quality Institute, the leading chef and

sommelier organisation dedicated to judging

and awarding superior tasting food from

around the world.

Complementing the stock range is Essential

Cuisine Jus which is of similarly high quality,

with a texture and taste profile true to a from-

scratch jus (reduced culinary sauce served

with meat). 

Essential Cuisine Jus comes in two varieties:

Classic Beef and Lamb, made using a tradi-

tional French mirepoix with caramelised

onions, celery, leeks and carrots with garlic

and a blend of four herbs. Both are available

in 1kg catering packs. ❖

M O R E  I N F O
Go to www.foodservicegateway.com.au click
on products. 

“In many
commercial kitchens

there just isn’t
the space for the

enormous pots you
need to make stocks

from scratch.”

Essential Cuisine
Stocks –
a terrific idea!

Heinz Foodservice is focused on

more than just offering quality

products.

“Our emphasis is on product ap-

plication and providing solutions

to professionals,” says Heinz

Foodservice Channel Manager

Nicholas Simms.

Nicholas emphasises that the Heinz Foodservice team takes a consul-

tative approach – “We ask customers: how can we help you in your

business? We’re not just about selling products but providing real val-

ue-added support. This can be anything from helping put together a

menu, to providing merchandising assistance, developing point of sale

material or supplying equipment to help display or dispense product –

whatever your needs, we’ll help you meet them.”

Heinz and Golden Circle canned fruit and vegetables are ideal for back

of house application, with the big 3kg cans a great value for money

choice for busy commercial kitchens. They’re also a popular choice in

sandwich shops and cafes.

Some examples of Heinz value-added products include Tomato Puree,

Golden Circle Sliced or Diced Pineapple, and Avocado Pulp. All these

offer ease of preparation and storage, long shelf life and simple por-

tion control. “They’re designed for cost-effective convenience: just

open and they’re ready to serve,” Nicholas says.

From Heinz Apples, Pears and Peaches through to Golden Circle

Pineapple and Beetroot, the product range is comprehensive enough to

meet all foodservice needs.

Complementing the fruit and vegetable product category are sauces

and toppings, from Heinz Ketchup through to Lea and Perrins

Worcestershire Sauce, HP Sauce and Cottee’s Toppings, ideal for

dessert applications and as drink flavourings.

In beverages, Heinz offers fresh and longlife fruit juices through its

Original Juice Company and Golden Circle brands. 

And for quick-serve meals, Heinz has a great selection of products

from Heinz Baked Beans and Spaghetti through to soup in 3kg vacu-

um-sealed plastic pouches ready for the soup kettle. ❖

Visit www.heinzfoodservice.com.au for full details of what Heinz has

to offer, or phone Heinz Foodservice today on 1800 037 058.
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Ready to use stocks with
made-from-scratch flavour
For the past 12 years Adam Roberts has
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Stuart McVeigh. 
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bourne on Spring Street where his responsi-

bilities embrace Lime restaurant and the

hotel’s conferencing, events and room service

food requirements. 
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which will save him time and labour in the

kitchen without compromising on quality.
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“Essential Cuisine Stocks are a terrific

idea,” Adam enthuses. “In many commer-

cial kitchens there just isn’t the space for the

enormous pots you need to make stocks

from scratch – apart from the fact that you

don’t have the time or staff to monitor the

reduction process which takes hours.

“Unlike some pre-made stocks on the market,

Essential Cuisine Stocks

are comparable in quality

to what a chef would make

from scratch. And they

have a low sodium con-

tent which means they
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use the Essential Cui-
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whatever I want. 
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very particular about
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to get certain finishes,
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Essential Cuisine Stocks
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The Essential Cuisine range of Stocks is
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and a blend of four herbs. Both are available

in 1kg catering packs. ❖
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Innovation is key for Ingham
product development team

Australia’s premier poultry products supplier Ingham
Enterprises is committed to keeping pace with the changing
trends, tastes and requirements of the foodservice market.

cuts,” Skye says. “And of course when sup-

pliers use this fact as a selling point in

advertising, it then generates

further demand.”

Another food trend the prod-

uct development team has iden -

tified is a move towards the

reduction of food additives –

“this is a question of reformulating

products without compromising

the quality or lifespan” – and of

course the global push to reduce salt

in all processed foods. 

In its efforts to keep abreast of the

changing marketplace, Ingham re-

searches into nutrition, looks at what’s 

happening overseas, and invests heavily in

manufacturing equipment to stay up to date.

“We’ve just brought in some new equipment

and are conducting a lot of trials on new types

of marinades, meat mixes and so on,” Skye says.

“Advances in technology are often the catalyst

for product reformulation, allowing us to

improve our market offerings all the time.”

Skye says that as time goes on, we are likely

to see less and less ‘formed’ chicken products

on the market, as new technologies make pro-

duction more cost-effective for value-added

products made with whole muscle meat. 

For Skye, the challenges of working in prod-

uct development are rewarded by actually

getting the new or improved product out 

into the marketplace.

“When you see a product out there that

you’ve helped develop, and you know people

are enjoying eating it and it’s being sold at a

price that’s good value, that’s a real thrill,”

she says.

“There’s still plenty of scope for expansion

in poultry products – but obviously they need

to be able to be produced cost-effectively,

which is often the challenge.”

With about 15 projects on the go at any one

time, Skye has her work cut out for her. She

has one piece of important advice for food-

service professionals:

“At the end of the day it’s the demand com-

ing from the market that generates change.

So the message to foodservice professionals

is: be pro-active in giving us your feedback.

Visit the Ingham website, tell us what you

like, what you don’t like, and what you

want. That can make all the difference in

getting new products into the market.” ❖

The Professionals Choice

FOODSERVICE
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on products.

Ingham is constantly innovating its poultry

product range. Its full-time product develop-

ment team is located across two sites in Sydney

with the responsibilities divided up among the

members.

One of them is food technologist Skye Gardner,

who has worked for Ingham for five and a half

years. Skye currently manages projects for 

selected quick-service restaurants and gene-

ral foodservice. 

“Basically the Ingham product development

team takes concepts and works them through

to a finished product that meets the target 

requirements of the customer,” Skye explains,

pointing out that many Ingham products are

developed as a result of a customer bringing

the concept to them.

“One of our main focus areas is value-adding,

which in recent years has become extremely

popular with poultry products,” Skye says.

“Poultry with crumbs, glazes and different

coatings is very much in demand – and often

it’s a question of developing something that

will meet the presentation and taste require-

ments while also adhering to specific nutri-

tional guidelines.”

In its constant search for innovation, Ingham

also works at improving the formulation of

existing products. As a recent example, Skye

cites Chickadee Chicken Goujons which have

been reformulated and are now made from

100 per cent chicken breast meat. 

“We do monitor marketplace trends and try

to respond to them as quickly as practicable,

and the trend currently is definitely more 

towards products made with chicken breast

meat, which is perceived as a healthier choice

because breast meat is lower in fat than other

Chickadee Chicken
Goujons

Count on Ingham for poultry
quality, convenience and value
Foodservice professionals working across

restaurants, hotels, cafés, pubs and clubs,

bistros, function and venue catering, school

canteens and takeaways all know that when

you’re looking for innovative, quality poultry

products – Ingham has the answer!

“For high quality, great tasting products

which are versatile, value for money and

save you labour and preparation time, you

can’t beat the Ingham range,” says Ingham

Foodservice Group Product Manager

Kayvin JH Li.

“We offer quality Australian chicken and

turkey, with all products delivering sensa-

tional taste at great value.”

Ingham is committed to offering quality value-

added poultry products and constantly striving

to improve formulations wherever possible.

Chickadee Chicken Goujons are now made

from 100 per cent chicken breast meat and

come with individual serving bags. They make

a great takeaway treat on their own, or as a

snack or at a function served with a dipping

sauce.

Other similar products in the range include

Ingham Chicken Breast Nuggets, Chickadee

Chicken Chips, Chickadee Devil Wings and

Chickadee Devil Chips (both featuring the

popular taste of traditional Ingham spicy devil

coating), and the great customer favourite

Ingham Country Crisp Chicken Strips.

All these products offer consistent quality,

great taste, value for money and convenience.

You can cook them from frozen in less than

20 minutes and serve them in a number of

ways – on their own, with a dipping sauce,

or in salads.

And for takeaway professionals looking for

a great chicken snack with a difference, new

Ingham Pop’Em Chicken is a product you

should seriously consider as a “must have”

on the menu.

Made with one hundred per cent Australian

chicken that’s been cut into bite-sized pieces,

Ingham Pop’Em Chicken cooks from frozen

in less than five minutes. Ideal served with

dipping sauce yet tasty enough t have on its

own, this innovative product tastes terrific

and contains no artificial colours, flavours

or preservatives. 

So add Ingham and Chickadee to the menu

today – and serve your customers the great

flavour of Australian chicken, from the 

nation’s number one in poultry quality! ❖
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products without compromising
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course the global push to reduce salt

in all processed foods. 

In its efforts to keep abreast of the
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manufacturing equipment to stay up to date.

“We’ve just brought in some new equipment

and are conducting a lot of trials on new types

of marinades, meat mixes and so on,” Skye says.

“Advances in technology are often the catalyst

for product reformulation, allowing us to

improve our market offerings all the time.”

Skye says that as time goes on, we are likely

to see less and less ‘formed’ chicken products

on the market, as new technologies make pro-

duction more cost-effective for value-added

products made with whole muscle meat. 

For Skye, the challenges of working in prod-

uct development are rewarded by actually

getting the new or improved product out 

into the marketplace.

“When you see a product out there that

you’ve helped develop, and you know people

are enjoying eating it and it’s being sold at a

price that’s good value, that’s a real thrill,”

she says.

“There’s still plenty of scope for expansion

in poultry products – but obviously they need

to be able to be produced cost-effectively,

which is often the challenge.”

With about 15 projects on the go at any one

time, Skye has her work cut out for her. She

has one piece of important advice for food-

service professionals:

“At the end of the day it’s the demand com-

ing from the market that generates change.

So the message to foodservice professionals

is: be pro-active in giving us your feedback.

Visit the Ingham website, tell us what you
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getting new products into the market.” ❖
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Ingham is constantly innovating its poultry

product range. Its full-time product develop-

ment team is located across two sites in Sydney

with the responsibilities divided up among the

members.

One of them is food technologist Skye Gardner,

who has worked for Ingham for five and a half

years. Skye currently manages projects for 

selected quick-service restaurants and gene-
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“Basically the Ingham product development

team takes concepts and works them through

to a finished product that meets the target 

requirements of the customer,” Skye explains,

pointing out that many Ingham products are

developed as a result of a customer bringing

the concept to them.

“One of our main focus areas is value-adding,

which in recent years has become extremely

popular with poultry products,” Skye says.

“Poultry with crumbs, glazes and different

coatings is very much in demand – and often

it’s a question of developing something that

will meet the presentation and taste require-

ments while also adhering to specific nutri-

tional guidelines.”

In its constant search for innovation, Ingham

also works at improving the formulation of

existing products. As a recent example, Skye

cites Chickadee Chicken Goujons which have

been reformulated and are now made from

100 per cent chicken breast meat. 

“We do monitor marketplace trends and try

to respond to them as quickly as practicable,

and the trend currently is definitely more 

towards products made with chicken breast

meat, which is perceived as a healthier choice

because breast meat is lower in fat than other
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Kayvin JH Li.

“We offer quality Australian chicken and
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tional taste at great value.”
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added poultry products and constantly striving

to improve formulations wherever possible.

Chickadee Chicken Goujons are now made

from 100 per cent chicken breast meat and

come with individual serving bags. They make

a great takeaway treat on their own, or as a

snack or at a function served with a dipping
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Other similar products in the range include

Ingham Chicken Breast Nuggets, Chickadee

Chicken Chips, Chickadee Devil Wings and

Chickadee Devil Chips (both featuring the

popular taste of traditional Ingham spicy devil

coating), and the great customer favourite

Ingham Country Crisp Chicken Strips.

All these products offer consistent quality,

great taste, value for money and convenience.

You can cook them from frozen in less than

20 minutes and serve them in a number of

ways – on their own, with a dipping sauce,

or in salads.

And for takeaway professionals looking for

a great chicken snack with a difference, new

Ingham Pop’Em Chicken is a product you

should seriously consider as a “must have”

on the menu.

Made with one hundred per cent Australian

chicken that’s been cut into bite-sized pieces,

Ingham Pop’Em Chicken cooks from frozen

in less than five minutes. Ideal served with

dipping sauce yet tasty enough t have on its
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Made from 100 per cent arabica coffee beans

that have been roasted, ground and processed

into a concentrated liquid and packaged into

pump bottles, Coffee Shots enables even

untrained staff to make quality flavoured

blended drinks and iced coffee with minimal

fuss and virtually no preparation.

This innovative product has only just hit the

Australian market, after having its world

premiere at Food Hotel Asia. Already the

market acceptance and user feedback has been

phenomenal, says Jeff Dutton, Sales and

Marketing Manager for Kerry Food Service,

which supplies DaVinci products in Australia.

“DaVinci Coffee Shots are a quality product

made with 100 per cent Sumatran arabica

coffee beans,” Jeff explains. “We designed the

flavours ourselves – we’re flavour experts,

so using our extensive knowledge of the local

market we were able to determine what the

in-demand flavours would be. Caramel,

vanilla and hazelnut are the top sellers across

this region, so we’re offering those three

flavours plus a straight espresso coffee con-

centrate with no added flavouring as the four

varieties in the DaVinci Coffee Shots range.”

“Staff don’t need to be able to operate a coffee

machine to make a blended or iced coffee

with this product,” he points out. “This means

your barista can be making the espressos

while your counter staff are making iced

coffee with DaVinci Coffee Shots.” 

To make it even easier to use DaVinci Coffee

Shots, a series of recipe suggestions is being

added to the DaVinci Gourmet website

(www.davincigourmet.com.au), so check that

for more details.

And to promote the new product in-store,

DaVinci is supplying attractive posters and

counter-top tent cards designed to encourage

sales. ❖

Extended story at

www.foodservicegateway.com.au 

click on articles 

“We give out customer feedback forms with

our meals, and they have consistently shown

that more and more people wanted gluten

free options on the menu,” Peter explains.

Peter attributes this rising demand to the

growing awareness of conditions such as

coeliac disease – a medically diagnosed life-

long intolerance to dietary gluten, which is

found in wheat, rye, barley, triticale (cross

between wheat and rye) and oats.

Coeliac disease affects approximately 1 in 100

Australians, with more and more people being

diagnosed every day. The only effective treat-

ment is a lifelong avoidance of gluten. 

Already Peter has modified 50 per cent of

the RSL’s menu to gluten free offerings, with

more to follow shortly.

“This initiative has brought us so much posi-

tive response from customers,” he emphasises.

“In fact a lot of people have started coming

to the club simply because they’ve heard we

have such a big gluten free selection. We

provide a full nutritional breakdown of each

dish on the menu, listing fat content, carb

content, gluten free and so on. The whole

idea is to make it easier for people to decide

what meal they can eat and want to eat.”

While converting meals to gluten free may

seem like a big task, Cerebos Food Service

has made Peter’s job considerably easier.

Cerebos has developed gluten free versions

of many of its most popular products, such

as GRAVOX® gluten free gravy mixes. 

And Cerebos has now made several of its

famous FOUNTAIN® sauces gluten free –

including Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce

and Barbecue Sauce. As with the GRAVOX®

range, this modification has been achieved

with no compromise on quality and flavour.

“With a lot of meat and vegetable-based

meals such as roasts, typically the only gluten

they contain is in the sauce or gravy, so these

products make it simple to switch to gluten

free,” Peter says.

“And because the quality is just the same 

as  the standard

products, I’m able

to change over com-

pletely to the gluten

free varieties and use

them for all meals.”

Peter is particu-

larly pleased with

F O U N T A I N ®

Gluten Free Soy

Sauce. 

“The taste is very

good – some soy

sauces contain a lot

of salt but the salt

levels in this new

product are great.

Clearly there’s been

no compromise on flavour or quality when

going to a gluten free formulation.”

Peter uses FOUNTAIN® Gluten Free Soy

Sauce in prawn and chicken stir fries, on

honey prawns and in vegetarian meals too.

“We even use it to make the sauce for our

grilled pork and apple,” he says. “Customers

can’t tell the difference between this and a

standard product and neither can our staff.

“In fact, when we were trialling FOUNTAIN®

Gluten Free Soy Sauce I did blind taste tests

with our chefs – serving two stir fries, one

with standard Soy Sauce and

one with gluten free – and the

chefs could not distinguish be-

tween the two!

“With that kind of quality and

flavour, it makes perfect sense to switch to

gluten free and be able to offer all your

meals to a broader customer base.” ❖

Peter Reid, Head Chef at
Caloundra RSL in
southern Queensland,
has recognised the
tangible business benefits
in making his kitchen
gluten free.

Peter strives for a
gluten free kitchen
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Fabulous flavoured
coffee drinks in
next to no time!
Fantastic new product from DaVinci Gourmet

FOUNTAIN® sauces
complement a wide 
range of meals
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into a concentrated liquid and packaged into
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untrained staff to make quality flavoured

blended drinks and iced coffee with minimal

fuss and virtually no preparation.
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Australian market, after having its world

premiere at Food Hotel Asia. Already the
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phenomenal, says Jeff Dutton, Sales and

Marketing Manager for Kerry Food Service,

which supplies DaVinci products in Australia.

“DaVinci Coffee Shots are a quality product

made with 100 per cent Sumatran arabica

coffee beans,” Jeff explains. “We designed the

flavours ourselves – we’re flavour experts,

so using our extensive knowledge of the local

market we were able to determine what the

in-demand flavours would be. Caramel,

vanilla and hazelnut are the top sellers across

this region, so we’re offering those three

flavours plus a straight espresso coffee con-

centrate with no added flavouring as the four

varieties in the DaVinci Coffee Shots range.”

“Staff don’t need to be able to operate a coffee

machine to make a blended or iced coffee

with this product,” he points out. “This means

your barista can be making the espressos
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for more details.
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long intolerance to dietary gluten, which is
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between wheat and rye) and oats.

Coeliac disease affects approximately 1 in 100

Australians, with more and more people being

diagnosed every day. The only effective treat-

ment is a lifelong avoidance of gluten. 
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the RSL’s menu to gluten free offerings, with
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“This initiative has brought us so much posi-
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“In fact a lot of people have started coming
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provide a full nutritional breakdown of each

dish on the menu, listing fat content, carb
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idea is to make it easier for people to decide
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While converting meals to gluten free may
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Peter Reid, Head Chef at
Caloundra RSL in
southern Queensland,
has recognised the
tangible business benefits
in making his kitchen
gluten free.

Peter strives for a
gluten free kitchen
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on products.
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Fabulous flavoured
coffee drinks in
next to no time!
Fantastic new product from DaVinci Gourmet

FOUNTAIN® sauces
complement a wide 
range of meals
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Pacific West seafood has the edge on quality! 
In clubs, pubs, bistros, cafes and restaurants across
Australia, you’ll find the premium frozen seafood

and pastry products of Pacific West.
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The company’s first product, Tempura

Fish Fillets, set the quality benchmarks

high. These premium skinless, boneless fillets are coated in an

authentic Japanese tempura batter – a quality upmarket presentation,

coupled with Pacific West’s commitment to offering convenience by

making them available in five different sizes for easier portion control.

All products in the extensive range which soon followed have exempli-

fied this same commitment to “convenience without compromise”.

Pacific West uses only natural fish fillets, not formed product, and

utilises the latest production technology to ensure quality is never

compromised during the value-adding process.

Pacific West takes a pro-active role in sourcing seafood from around

the world – working closely with fishing cooperatives, identifying dif-

ferent types of seafood which can be developed into value-added

products to meet the needs of the foodservice market. This commit-

ment to innovation has enabled Pacific West to build a reputation as

a supplier of second-to-none quality across a distinctive product

range of seafood which is otherwise difficult to obtain.

Almost all the company’s seafood is wild caught and frozen either on ship

or as soon as is practicable on shore, then value-added while frozen. 

Today the Pacific West range includes a wide variety of value-added

seafood designed to save prep time and labour, from its Crumbed

Seafood Basket selection, Crusted Blue Eye Medallions and Soft Shell

Crab in Crispy Batter to Crumbed Butterfly Prawn Cutlets, Crumbed

Fish Fillets, Tempura Fish Fillets and Salt and Pepper Squid – to name

just a few.

Having established such a strong reputation for quality, Pacific West

has built up a loyal customer base across the spectrum of the food-

service market, with chefs keen to extol the virtues of its products.

Sanju Singh, Executive Chef at the trendy Vibe Hotel in Sydney’s

Rushcutters Bay, is a big fan of Pacific West products. The Vibe is a

four star hotel with 245 rooms and its Vibe restaurant is open for

breakfast, lunch and dinner seven days. Sanju uses several Pacific

West products on the restaurant menu – he serves Pacific West Beer

Batter Flathead with chips, salad and tartare sauce, and features Pacif-

ic West Soft Shell Crab on the a la carte dinner menu, served with an

Asian salad with carrots, onions, fresh herbs, bean sprouts, capsicum

and Asian dipping sauce. Pacific West products are also

used on the functions menu, for room service and as part

of the “aircrew” menu designed for the hotel’s regular

clientele of airline staff.

For Sanju, using Pacific West is an easy choice. “The quality is excellent
and so is the consistency – in terms of reliability of supply as well. Pacific
West products are easily available whenever I need them, and as a
highly reputable seafood company the quality assurance standards
are high so I know I’m always getting a top quality product.”

Another chef who’s a keen Pacific West customer is Grayson Dowling,
Head Chef at Geebung RSL in Brisbane, Queensland.

This popular club boasts upwards of 10,000 members and its Bistro
G restaurant features a large selection of seafood, complemented by
chargrill steaks, pastas and vegetarian dishes. 

Grayson serves Pacific West Salt and Pepper Calamari, Seafood Baskets,
Beer Batter Flathead, Medium Whiting Fillets, Panko Crumbed Prawns
and a range of portioned fish.

“Pacific West is definitely the top of the range in seafood quality,”
Grayson says. “It’s consistently reliable and real value for money.” 

Grayson has been using Pacific West seafood for the past five years
and adds, “Every now and then I’ve sampled the competitor products
but there’s a definite quality edge with Pacific West. They’re just that
little bit above the rest of the market.”

Grayson is particularly pleased with the extensive Pacific West por-
tioned fish range. “The convenience factor really makes it for me,” he
says. “It’s portioned, cryovaced and ready to go – this makes life a lot
easier and it’s better for turnover too.” ❖

M O R E  I N F O
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The PATISSERIE d’ARTISTE range joins Foodservice Rewards!
The PATISSERIE d’ARTISTE range
of cakes and desserts is now part of
Foodservice Rewards – so you can
truly have your cake and eat it too!

At the same time as you’re serving
quality handcrafted, indulgent cakes
and desserts to your customers, you’ll
also be able to accumulate points
which you can then redeem for 
fantastic rewards in the foodservice 
industry’s premier rewards program!

Launched in 2005, the PATISSERIE

d’ARTISTE range from Nestlé Professional

complements the skill of master bakers with

the creative flair of some of Australia’s most

inspired pastry chefs.

Most items in the range are made using tradi-

tional methods and high quality ingredients,

with some 90 per cent of PATISSERIE

d’ARTISTE cakes prepared from scratch.

ALLEN’S JAFFAS Cake is made with authen-

tic ALLEN’S JAFFAS orange oil and features

surrounding layers of rich chocolate orange

cake and soft cream finished with ganache.

Each slice is decorated with branded choco-

late disks to make every bite a trip down

memory lane for lovers of ALLEN’S JAFFAS!

ALLEN’S FANTALES Cake is caramel cake

layered with gooey caramel fudge, finished

with a rich chocolate ganache coating. Each

slice is decorated with a branded chocolate

disk and comes complete with its own star

story in the FANTALES wrapper tradition.

NESTLÉ VIOLET CRUMBLE Cake is

chocolate and honeycomb cake layered with

honeycomb cream. Pieces of choc-honeycomb

are generously sprinkled throughout and the

gateau is finished with a rich ganache coating

made from pure chocolate. A branded choco-

late disc is included on each slice.

NESTLÉ CLUB Cake is designed for lovers

of dark chocolate and features six dark,

moist chocolate layers covered in dark

ganache coating made from pure chocolate,

compound chocolate and pure cream. The

gateau is finished with creamy dark chocolate

clusters and crushed roasted almonds and

adorned with branded dark chocolate discs.

These branded gateaux complement the

remaining PATISSERIE d’ARTISTE gateaux

selection each of which is painstakingly 

decorated and designed to offer premium

quality indulgence. All your customers’

favourites are here including Black Forest,

Tiramisu, Choc Fudge Truffle and Plantation

Banana Cake.

The PATISSERIE d’ARTISTE range also offers

baked and cold-set cheesecakes across both

traditional and modern varieties. There’s

something for everyone in the selection,

from the exotic flavours of Irish Cream and

Caramel Bonbon to traditional Lemon,

Raspberry or French Vanilla as well as the

iconic New Yorked Baked Cheesecake.

Classic desserts including Mississippi Mud-

cake, White Chocolate & Raspberry Cake

and Carrot Cake are also part of the range.

To celebrate the PATISSERIE d’ARTISTE

range joining the program, you can get dou-

ble Foodservice Rewards points on all

PATISSERIE d’ARTISTE products until 

31 August 2010. So don’t delay – stock up on

PATISSERIE d’ARTISTE now, and if you’re

not a member of Foodservice Rewards, visit

www.foodservicerewards.com to see the

fantastic selection of rewards on offer and

find out just how easy it is to join!  ❖

Extended story at

www.foodservicegateway.com.au

click on articles. 
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Smoked Salmon
Skewers – high quality
at a competitive price
As Head Chef of Byron Bay Services Club, Dale Bruce is always on the

lookout for quality seafood items to add to the menu.

With more and more tourists visiting the popular township each year,

the number of upmarket restaurants has soared, which has made com-

petition for the club ever tougher. Dale focuses on offering a good vari-

ety of quality food for the locals, keeping all meals under $20. 

So he was pleased to discover Independent Fisheries Smoked Salmon

Skewers, which are great value for money while offering a high quality

taste, texture and appearance. 

They’re available in two sizes – 5g and 10g – with the Mini version

making an ideal finger food or entrée, and the fullsize offering perfect

for centre of plate.

Made from Pacific or Chinook King Salmon, Independent Fisheries

Smoked Salmon Skewers boast a soft, creamy texture, bright or-

ange/red colour and distinctively appealing flavour.

“They're very versatile," Dale says. "We use them in salads, as sides, on

top of steaks and also with a couple of prawn dishes. I think they're

great because I don't have to do anything except heat them up.” ❖

New IQF rice
boasts real foodservice

business benefits!
Asian Monarch Pre-Cooked Frozen

Thai Rice is quick and easy to

prepare, convenient to store, and

cultivated by a certified organic

farming method.

Containing no additives or preser-

vatives, the rice is fully cooked

then frozen using IQF (individually

quick frozen) technology via an

innovative process which was 

pioneered in Thailand. It’s avail-

able in four varieties:

Jasmine – traditional and now

world-famous rice, easy to cook

and suits any meal.

Brown – highly nutritious with

minerals and vitamins and a higher

fibre content than white rice.

Mixed Brown – a great source of

vitamins and minerals with high

fibre and antioxidant content.

Purple – a newly developed variety

of slightly polished red rice, rich

in antioxidants and high in fibre.

“There are a number of distinct

advantages and business benefits

to using Asian Monarch Pre-Cooked Frozen Thai Rice,” points out Marine Product

Marketing Managing Director Harry Peters.

“The most obvious one is the time-saving benefit in speed of service – from freezer

to plate in approximately 2-3 minutes.

“And because Asian Monarch Frozen Thai Rice is a pre-cooked, IQF free-flowing

product, it makes portion control much easier than when using uncooked rice.

“The rice particles are individually frozen so they don’t stick together, which means

you can easily measure out the exact amount you need while still frozen. And

Asian Monarch Frozen Thai Rice doesn’t expand when defrosted, so you’ll never

end up making extra by mistake.”

Asian Monarch Frozen Thai Rice is suitable for all meals in which you’d use regu-

lar rice, from entrees and side dishes through to desserts. It’s available from Marine

Product Marketing in foodservice packs of 5 x 2kg IQF free flow. ❖

Extended story at www.foodservicegateway.com.au click on articles. 

F R E E  O F F E R
For you sample pack of Independent Fisheries’
Min i  Smoked Sa lmon Skewers  go  to
www.foodservicegateway.com.au click on offers.
Offer limited to first fifty respondents. Area re-
strictions apply.
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Omega Mussels And
Clams Are At The Top
Of Chef Michaels List!

Gold Coast Convention Centre

Executive Chef Michael Fletcher

has only been using Omega

Cooked Gourmet Clams and

Cooked Greenshell Mussels for

six weeks, but that’s long enough

for him to realise just how

good they are.

“I think they’re the best on the

market,” Michael enthuses.

“Their appearance straight from the pack is very good – they present

as very fresh, and there’s no ice crystallization which you often get

with frozen seafood.”

Michael uses both the clams and mussels in sauce, as a garnish on top

of pork, and in paella and soups.

“At the Convention Centre we obviously cater for large crowds –

with buffets and dinners for up to 2000, so it’s essential that all the

products we use are what I call ‘apprentice-proof’,” Michael says. 

“These Omega seafood items really fit the bill. The mussels and clams

are pre-cooked – just heat and they’re ready to serve, and of course

you can also serve them cold. They don’t go chewy and the quality is

terrific – the mussels don’t have beards, and the overall presentation

is extremely good. The mussels have a vibrant green colour which is

very eye-catching and looks great in paella, as just one example.” ❖

84,000 meals
just in a day’s
work!
Executive Chef 
Rick Stephen takes
Foodservice Rep’s
Jacky Andrews
inside the busy world
of airline catering

Few foodservice operations rival the size, efficiency

or output quantity of SATS - Singapore Airline’s

catering operation. With 396 staff producing more

than 84,000 meals per day across 12 kitchens, this

mammoth operation is overseen by one executive

chef – Australian expat Rick Stephen.

The former executive chef of The Brisbane Club,

Rick has built a solid reputation through his long work

history and passionate dedication to the Australian

Culinary Federation. He relocated to Singapore in

February 2009 to take up his present role.

When I visited Rick at the SATS site early this year

he was more than happy to give me the grand tour.

The site is huge and there are very strict regulations

about who can enter. Before I am granted entry I must

surrender my passport and be personally escorted

by Rick from the front gate, through security arguably

stricter than that at the airport departure gates.

As we walk through some of the many kitchens Rick

is warmly greeted as “chef” by the hundreds of kitchen

staff. Rick personally oversees all 396 people which

includes 12 Executive sous chefs, 10 Sous chefs and

29 Chef de Parties.

The operation is broken up into stock, preparation,

cooking and packing areas. Each is thoroughly micro-

managed to a level of efficiency rarely achieved,

with exceptional quality output. 

The kitchens cater for the full range of contemporary

airline meals, with first class passengers enjoying an

al a carte dining service which creates new challenges

for Rick and his team. 

READ THE FULL STORY at 

www.foodservice gateway.com.au click on article.
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mammoth operation is overseen by one executive

chef – Australian expat Rick Stephen.

The former executive chef of The Brisbane Club,

Rick has built a solid reputation through his long work

history and passionate dedication to the Australian

Culinary Federation. He relocated to Singapore in

February 2009 to take up his present role.

When I visited Rick at the SATS site early this year

he was more than happy to give me the grand tour.

The site is huge and there are very strict regulations

about who can enter. Before I am granted entry I must

surrender my passport and be personally escorted

by Rick from the front gate, through security arguably

stricter than that at the airport departure gates.

As we walk through some of the many kitchens Rick

is warmly greeted as “chef” by the hundreds of kitchen

staff. Rick personally oversees all 396 people which

includes 12 Executive sous chefs, 10 Sous chefs and

29 Chef de Parties.

The operation is broken up into stock, preparation,

cooking and packing areas. Each is thoroughly micro-

managed to a level of efficiency rarely achieved,

with exceptional quality output. 

The kitchens cater for the full range of contemporary

airline meals, with first class passengers enjoying an

al a carte dining service which creates new challenges

for Rick and his team. 

READ THE FULL STORY at 

www.foodservice gateway.com.au click on article.
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